Abstract-Optical fibers with index profiles that are optimized for broadband double pumped parametric amplifiers are thoroughly investigated. The analysis includes random variations in the radii of the profile along the fiber length (introduced in the fabrication process). By optimizing the fourth order dispersion parameter and the effective area we obtain fiber designs that provide flat spectral gain over 200 nm with 3.5 W pump lasers and, at the same time, have robust operation wavelength against fluctuations of up to 1% in the radii of the index profile. These fibers show positive and very small forth order dispersion. Our results indicate that in such low dispersion fibers, the sixth order dispersion parameter must be considered in the optimization algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
F UTURE dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) communication systems will require optical amplifiers with flat gain spectra and with bandwidth of several hundreds of nanometers [1] . Fiber optic parametric amplifiers (FOPA) are probably the promising technology capable of supplying those requirements. FOPAs are based on nearly phase matched Four Wave Mixing (FWM) and require highly nonlinear fibers (HNLF) with low dispersion [2] for efficient, broadband operation.
It has been theoretically shown in [3] that a simple HNLF could provide parametric amplification over 90 nm with gain ripple of only 0.2 dB. Furthermore, by combining two HNLFs with different dispersions, a FOPA with bandwidth of 340 nm has been predicted [4] . Practical fibers, however, inevitably display dispersion fluctuations along the fiber length as a consequence of geometric deformations introduced during the fabrication process [5] . These longitudinal fluctuations degrade the phase matching condition required for proper amplification, thus reducing the FOPA performance in experiments. Using available fibers, the largest flat-spectrum bandwidth reported up to this date to the best of out knowledge is of 115 nm with a 3 dB ripple [6] . Single-pump FOPAs can provide broadband gain but with larger ripple: 231 nm bandwidth with a ripple of 7 dB was reported recently [7] . However, by concatenating pieces of fibers with slightly different values of the zero dispersion wavelength, a single-pump FOPA having 120 nm bandwidth with 3 dB ripple was reported in [8] . Our feeling is that even better FOPAs could be obtained if properly designed fibers were available. The aim of this work is to investigate fiber index profiles that are optimized for broadband double-pumped FOPAs with flat gain spectrum and that, at the same time, are robust against geometric fluctuations of the fiber. We have targeted FOPAs for operation in the low loss spectral region of silica fibers (1350 nm to 1650 nm) and accessible pump powers (less than 4 W per pump laser). We consider simple index profiles that should be easy to fabricate. Discussions with fiber manufacturers indicate that present state of the art fabrication methods can produce fibers with standard deviation of 0.25% in the core/cladding radii and with good control of up to the fourth-order dispersion parameter. Our study contemplates geometrical variations of that magnitude and include up to the sixth-order dispersion parameter. Composition variations in the fiber materials also produce dispersion fluctuations; however, for low dispersion fibers that are likely for FOPAs, fluctuations in material dispersion are less important than fluctuations in waveguide dispersion, as dopant concentration is well controlled during the fabrication of the fiber preform. We also verified through simulations, that typical variations of 1% in glass composition are less relevant than 1% variations in geometry, at least in the wavelength region of operation of the FOPA. Thus, we do not consider composition fluctuations, but they can be treated along the same lines exposed here for geometrical fluctuations.
We show that even in the presence of geometric fluctuations with standard deviations of up to 1% it is possible to obtain parametric amplification over more than 200 nm with less than 2 dB of ripple.
II. FLUCTUATIONS MODEL
We employ a different approach from the common model of dispersion fluctuations [4] , [5] , [9] , [10] . Usually fluctuations are inserted along fibers through modeling either the zero dispersion wavelength (ZDW, ) or the second-or fourth-order dispersion coefficients ( or ) as the independent random variable along the fiber, where
Our proposal is that, on a real fiber, the propagation constant curve fluctuates as a whole, thus all those parameters are interdependent and it is unrealistic to assume that only one fluctuates while the others remain constant. The model that we use in this work is based on the one proposed by [10] , with the difference that our random variable is not the phase-matching parameter but, instead, a scale on the fiber core diameters. We limit our study in multi-layered step-index fibers, which can be described by the refractive index and radius of each layer. If the fiber has nominal radii , then our fluctuation model will introduce a scaling factor (modeled by a Gaussian random variable with mean 1 and 1% standard deviation for each section of the fiber) that transforms the radii in (2) The correlation length used to determine the length of each section of the fiber was defined exactly as the one in the model I proposed in [10] . Hence, the length of section is determined by the distance between events of a Poisson random variable (with mean ), i.e., (3) where is a uniform random variable in the unit interval. The complete dispersion function for each value of was obtained by linearly interpolating the dispersion functions for the nominal fiber , and those functions for the fibers scaled 1% up and 1% down . These three functions were calculated for each type of index profile using the 4 4 matrix method from [11] and the material dispersion for silica (doped with Germanium or Fluor) from [12] .
III. OPTIMIZATION
Based on the studies of [6] , we implemented a genetic algorithm [13] to optimize the fiber profiles for use in parametric amplification. The parameters optimized by the algorithm were the thickness of each fiber layer and the molar fraction of the dopant in each layer (Germanium or Fluor), which affect, respectively, the waveguide dispersion of the fiber, and the refractive index (and material dispersion) of each layer. Together these parameters control the propagation curve of the fiber. During optimization, our target fiber parameters were around 1500 nm, positive and as small as possible and, in the case of (see below), we also targeted negative (to balance ) and also as small as possible. In addition, we imposed in the algorithm that the fiber should be single-mode down to 1200 nm (multi-mode fibers were rejected) and, most important, that the target parameters should exhibit minimal sensitivity to the parameter .
This last requirement was implemented through the following method: a partial fitness function was defined to include the three target values ( and ) ; that function, which is a figure of merit used in the genetic algorithm to evaluate the fiber profiles, was evaluated for the nominal fiber and its two % scaled versions ( and ) . Finally, the total fitness of the individual represented by the original fiber was calculated by averaging the three partial fitness values.
To summarize, the genetic algorithm seeks for an index profile that gives the targeted dispersion parameters (small and with prescribed signs) and that, simultaneously, are robust against geometrical fluctuations. Thus, the so genetically designed fibers should have desirable characteristics for broadband, flat gain spectrum FOPAs.
It must be noted that the algorithm did not optimize the parametric gain or bandwidth directly, but dispersion parameters that are linked to those characteristics. Ideally, the fitness function should measure the FOPA characteristics directly and then optimize the fiber profile, but that would require very high computational power. For the same reason the non-linear coefficient of the fibers was not included in the optimization either; the calculation of the effective mode area of each fiber profile would render the optimization non-viable.
IV. PROFILE DESIGN
We designed 2 fiber profiles using the genetic algorithm optimization (fibers and ) and two other fibers by hand ( and ) to test different ideas and for comparison purposes. We would like to emphasize that all these profiles are very simple and should be easy to fabricate. The profiles and dispersion curves of the four fibers are displayed in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively.
The parametric amplification performances of the studied fiber profiles were tested through an analytic expression derived from a four wave model [14] for fast computation and validated using a Split-Step Fourier Method (SSFM) [15] , which includes other non-linear effects that play important roles specially in the spectral regions near the pump wavelengths. Both the analytical and SSFM methods, as well as a complete account of other nonlinear processes that are present in FOPAs, are thoroughly detailed in [2] .
The power of each pump was set to 3.5 W and their frequencies were optimized through a brute force search that maximized the amplification bandwidth while keeping (whenever possible) the gain above 20 dB and the ripple below dB. The lengths of each fiber were chosen so that they would present a gain of 35 dB in the ideally uniform fiber (ideal FOPA). Table I shows the lengths, non-linear coefficients and ZDW variations (for ) for all fiber profiles. In the following subsections we present the amplification characteristics of each nominal fiber .
A. Step-Index Fiber-
The well known step-index profile was chosen as reference fiber for its simplicity and ease of fabrication. We can see in Figs. 2 and 3 that our nominal fiber (with 2 m core diameter and 2%) was designed to have nm. Unfortunately, as we show in Fig. 4 , in this simple profile it is not possible to obtain a positive coefficient, at least within the range of index contrast considered % . Note that for m (and %) is locally minimum. This is consistent with our expectation on broader bandwidth and robustness i.e., fluctuations on around this value should produce small variations on , and therefore on the FOPA gain spectrum. Because of the existence of this extreme (which is not the case for other fibers described below), this particular fiber profile is expected to be rather robust against fluctuations in geometry.
The FOPA gain spectrum in this fiber is presented in Fig.  5 . We can see that it is possible to obtain 100 nm of bandwidth. The gain dips near the pumps are due to other FWM processes (modulation instability and wavelength exchange) that are phase-matched within a bandwidth that can be roughly estimated to be equal to the expression for the modulation instability cut-off frequency [14] (4)
where is the pump power, is the usual nonlinearity coefficient, and is the second order dispersion parameter at the pump angular frequency . According to (4) , the width of the dips can be reduced by increasing , or other odd-order coefficients (increasing even-order terms would go against our objective, because this would have a negative effect on the bandwidth of the FOPA). The width of the dips predicted by (4) for fiber with pumps at the positions presented in Fig. 5 is about 13 nm, in good agreement with that obtained numerically using the SSFM. The analytical curve does not show the same dips because the processes responsible for their existence are not present in the four wave model [14] .
B. Dispersion-Flattened Fiber-
The dispersion-flattened fiber was chosen to better illustrate the importance of having non-zero odd-order dispersion for FOPAs. One could naively think that a fiber with extremely low dispersion would be good for FOPAs, and in fact, the analytical expression for the gain confirms that. However, other spurious FWM processes are also phase-matched in that case, leading to cross-talk among DWDM channels [16] and, as we show below, to a dramatic increase of the gain dips previously discussed.
is a simple step-index fiber with an air bore in its axis. The main characteristic of fiber is to exhibit a very small and flat dispersion curve (Fig. 2) . Because of this characteristic, the bandwidth it provides through the analytic model (250 nm) is far better than that of all other fibers in our present study. However, because of the extremely small value of , the gain dips near the pumps drastically reduce the bandwidth of the FOPA, as can be seen in Fig. 6 , where the SSFM shows a bandwidth approximately 30% narrower than that obtained from the analytic expression. Again, using (3) the bandwidth reduction should be 90 nm, a result that agrees with Fig. 6 . The narrow gain peak observed in Fig. 6 near 1400 nm is typical of FOPAs (see [2] for details) and corresponds to an accidental phase matching (non intended in our fiber design) at a particular wavelength that depends on the dispersion parameters and pump power.
Concretely, this example provides a strong argument against the myth of using dispersion-flattened fibers to achieve huge bandwidths.
We can conclude from these examples important guidelines for the design of waveguides for FOPAs: the even-order dispersion coefficients should be as small as possible , and the odd-order ones should be moderately small-large enough to prevent phase matching for other adverse FWM processes. These conclusions are supported both by the four wave model, which shows that the bandwidth of the FOPA increases when the even-order dispersion coefficients are small, and by (4), which shows the reduction of the modulation instability adverse effect when odd-order dispersion coefficients are relatively large.
C. -Optimized Fiber-
We now present our first fiber designed by using the genetic algorithm, . In order to illustrate the optimization algorithm methodology when working with many objectives ( , single-mode fiber and low sensitivity against ) we show, in Figs. 7 and 8, the ZDW and as a function of one of the parameters to be chosen automatically by our algorithm ( , the radius of the core). We can see that the algorithm picked a value of the parameter that represents a good compromise between the position of (targeted to 1500 nm) and the value of (targeted to be as small as possible but positive). A smaller value of would bring closer to 1500 nm, but would also increase .
The gain spectrum of fiber (displayed in Fig. 9 ) is not as expected according to the work presented by [6] , i.e., with 4 maxima between the pumps. The reason for this lies in the assumption made by the authors in [6] that is constant (hence, ), while here we used the complete dispersion relation (including material and waveguide dispersions), which obviously takes into account dispersion to all orders as input for the FOPA solver. Since the value of for this fiber is not small, it impacts on the gain spectrum and dominates over the effect of . This result comes to prove that having a positive fourth-order dispersion coefficient does not guarantee that the fiber will display flat gain with 4 maxima between pumps.
We can also see that the four-wave model and the SSFM agree quite well in this fiber, where the third order coefficient is quite large and, therefore, the gain dips from adverse FWM are rather narrowband ( 3 nm).
Note finally that this simple index profile allows for a FOPA with a little less than 200 nm bandwidth.
D. -Optimized Fiber-
We discuss now fiber , also developed with the genetic algorithm, but including the requirement. Because of the compromise involving all parameters, the addition of this requirement implicated in a larger distance between and 1500 nm, as Fig. 2 shows. On the other hand, the reduction of produced a gain spectrum (Fig. 10 ) with 4 maxima between the pumps. The important aspects are that this extra degree of freedom permitted us to design a FOPA with broader gain spectrum and lower gain ripple. The bandwidth achieved is more than 200 nm and, like , its high coefficient prevents the deleterious impact of adverse FWM.
The SSFM gives a slightly smaller gain and larger ripple than that from the four-wave model. In Fig. 10 we used the same pump frequencies for both models. Note, however, that the optimum pump center frequencies from these models are not exactly the same. By choosing a different center frequency for the FOPA, the gain from the SSFM can be improved slightly from what is shown in Fig. 10 . Lastly, the gain peak around 1700 nm is due to accidental phase-matching typical of FOPAs, as pointed out in the discussion of Fig. 6 . 
V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
We compare now the performance of FOPAs using fibers and (adverse FWM effects prevent the use of fiber for good FOPAs).
To begin with, we compare the response of the parameters optimized by the genetic algorithm as the scaling constant changes. Fig. 11 shows the variation of for the three fibers. We can see clearly that fiber has the steepest curve among the three fibers, whereas and have almost the same slope. This indicates that in fiber , small variations in the geometry will produce large variations of .
As for the coefficient , Fig. 12 shows that fiber has negative , while both and have positive in the whole interval . The curve for fiber stands a little bit higher because of the additional requirement on . The effect of this requirement is presented in Fig. 13 : although and have negative , the absolute value of for is much smaller than that for .
Aiming at minimizing the sensitivity of with , we also studied the effect of smoothing the index profiles of fibers and . We changed the transition between the innermost core and the second layer from the stepwise transition to a sigmoid curve with extension of 200 nm, but the effect was not strong enough to justify the increase on the complexity of the model (less than 1% decrease in ).
In the next subsection we analyze the impact of random variations of the scaling parameter on the parametric gain. We compare, for three types of fibers , and , the FOPA dependence on the magnitude of the fluctuations (characterized by the standard deviation the scaling parameter, ), as well as on the correlation length of the fluctuations.
A. Impact of
The data points presented in the plots that follow (Subsections V.B and V.C) were obtained through 50 realizations of the random process. For each realization we computed the FOPA gain using the four-wave model, with the pumps tuned to optimize the gain spectrum in each realization (as is done in real life experiments). As we show before, for fibers and , there is a reasonable agreement between the gain spectra calculated with this model and the SSFM. 
Fibers
and have different effective areas and thus different lengths , as explained before (see Table I ), thus to properly account only for the effects of on the performance of the FOPAs, we performed two sets of simulations: in the first (Subsection V.B), was set to a very large value , which effectively made all fibers to present only one section (constant scaling or no longitudinal fluctuation along the fiber-but the fabricated fibers are different from the nominal fiber with ); in the second (Subsection V.C), we set to , so that all fibers are affected by the same longitudinal fluctuations.
B. No Longitudinal Fluctuations
The first figure of merit we consider to compare the fibers is the gain-bandwidth product, GB, where and is in wavelength units and defined within a dB gain ripple, and the gain is in dB units. Fig. 14 presents the results obtained for the three fibers, where the graphic shows the average value of GB (over the 50 realizations for each data point) for FOPAs built with different fibers (being nominally identical but actually different because of inherent variations in the fabrication process, here modeled through the random variable ). The inset bar graphs in Fig. 14  (and in other figures that follow) show the standard deviation of the product , for 3 representative data points of each fiber. As we impose more conditions on the fiber parameters, we obtain better FOPAs, but we lose in robustness against fabrication variations.
The step-index profile (our reference fiber) exhibits the smaller , indicating that this profile gives FOPAs with a GB product that is quite robust against geometrical variations form fiber to fiber. The only condition imposed on this fiber is the value of .
For fiber , where the additional condition of small-positive was imposed, we obtain an improved mean value of GB, but larger . Finally, fiber outperforms the other two fibers in the mean gain-bandwidth product, but since we imposed more conditions (small-negative ), its , which is better (more robust) than of for small , becomes worst for large (see insets to Fig. 14) . We observe also that as increases, the mean value of GB for the FOPA decreases slightly. The second figure of merit analyzed is the deviation of the central wavelength of the FOPA relative to the value obtained for the nominal fiber . This figure should be important for mass production of fiber amplifiers, where reproducibility of the amplification region and of the positions of pumps should be of great concern. In Fig. 15 we show that, for the three fibers, varies linearly with the scaling coefficient , but there are significant differences in their slopes. The stepindex fiber is more sensitive to than the other two, indicating less reproducible FOPAs made with this type of fiber. This can be explained by the fact that this fiber exhibits a stronger dependence of the ZDW on the parameter (Fig. 11) . Note that, for each of the three fibers, the values of for % roughly correspond to (see Table I ). To summarize these findings, there is a trade-off in fiber choices for producing good and reproducible FOPAs. With step-index fibers (fiber ) one can produce FOPAs with a gain-bandwidth product that is rather robust against geometry variations from fiber to fiber, but would operate in different wavelength regions (and thus would require pump lasers with wider tunability). On the other hand, with fibers of the type one could produce exceptional FOPAs and in a more reproducible wavelength region, but one should expect larger variations in performance (GB product) from different fiber samples.
C. Longitudinal Fluctuations
The correlation length was set to be the same fraction of each fiber length because otherwise longer fibers would be obviously more affected by , since they would present a larger number of sections. Fig. 16 depicts the GB product for the three fibers. Although we expected the performance of the FOPAs to deteriorate as increased, the results show that for all fibers the GB product remains practically constant for %. Besides that, the fibers optimized by the genetic algorithm display performances about 40% superior to that of . As for the standard deviations of the GB product shown in the insets, they do not increase with , and fiber has smaller deviation than and because of the fewer conditions imposed on it, as discussed in the previous section for Fig. 14. The deviations of the central wavelength are shown in Fig. 17 , which shares a lot of similarity with Fig. 15 . However, the corresponding slopes for all three curves are slightly smaller in Fig. 17 , most likely due to the fact that the longitudinal fluctuations contribute to average out the central wavelength dependence.
D. Impact of
The data points presented in the following plots (Fig. 18-21) were obtained through 100 realizations of the random process . For each realization, the FOPA gain was calculated using the four-wave model with the pumps tuned to optimize the gain spectrum.
To observe the impact of , we fixed at 0.25% and 1% and varied the correlation length from 10 m to 1 km. This choice of wide range of values accounts for possibly different fabrication conditions that have been observed in practice [5] . Note further that since the fibers proposed are shorter than 250 m in all cases (see Table I ), values of km would mean that the fiber is essentially uniform, while for m the fiber would be essentially unsuitable for FOPA applications. The deviation is not influenced by the correlation length, so we present the results for the gain-bandwidth product, which are plotted in Fig. 18 % and Fig. 19 % . Both figures lead to almost the same conclusions: for correlation lengths below 50 m, fiber shows better average performance, while the opposite occurs for m, although the performance of all fibers rapidly degrades with decreasing correlation lengths. Additionally, we again observe that in both cases is smaller for , since it had less conditions imposed on it during design.
Finally, in Figs. 20 and 21, we present plots of the bandwidths, respectively for % and %. They show that both fibers and have truly wider bandwidths than for above 50 m. Nevertheless, has much lower deviation (in absolute and proportional terms) than the other two, although, as we demonstrated before, the deviations of the central wavelength are much stronger in it.
Fibers and are more affected by changes in when compared to . This can traced to the fact that these fibers are much longer than , and therefore more sensitive to the geometrical variations for small correlation lengths. They also present larger standard deviations in their curves. These fibers were optimized to have very small dispersion coefficients and FOPAs made with these fibers operate in more critical regions than in the case of fiber , i.e., their bandwidth capabilities are at an extreme. If the pump separation is reduced, then a FOPA made with fibers or will exhibit a more robust performance than that shown here.
VI. CONCLUSION
The results presented in this paper, in special those of fibers and , are a new confirmation that FOPAs are in fact capable of providing flat gain with hundreds of nm bandwidth. This work also demonstrated the possibility of improving FOPA parameters directly from the optimization of the refractive index profile also accounting for geometrical variations. Fibers with small and positive (fiber ) should be easy to fabricate, and then it will be necessary to look at , which should be negative and small (fiber ).
Our simulations show that fiber , even in the presence of geometrical fluctuations which are consistent with present state of the art fabrication methods, when double pumped with 3.5 W pump lasers, should provide parametric gain of approximately 20 dB over a bandwidth of 200 nm for correlation lengths above 50 m.
